
Customer challenges

HMRC wants a digital tax 
system and has invested 
heavily in technology, 
including machine learning, 
for better targeted audits.  

HMRC is increasing its 
audit activity and VAT is 
firmly within its sights  
as the worst offending 
business tax – in 2020 the 
VAT gap was over £12bn.

Indeed, Tax Systems has found from hundreds of 
implementations that most businesses are still using Excel as 
their primary VAT reporting tool, with nearly 80% having 
errors, 50% of which had a meaningful impact on the accuracy  
of Returns.  

Against this backdrop, businesses want more from their tax 
teams. Top performing teams are ‘flipping the pyramid’, spending 
less time in operations and more time on data analysis to 
deliver new insights to the business.  

With HMRC’s ever changing digital requirements, the risk is 
current tools and processes simply won’t be able to keep up.  

To cope, tax functions will need specialist VAT automation 
technology that delivers:

Accuracy: Ensuring Returns are right first time, every time.

Efficiency: Automating transactional workloads, allowing the 
move from low value data-entry and checking into higher value 
business activities.

Control: A robust set of data controls with clear digitally-
linked processes and audit trails to evidence compliance. 

Insights: Getting the story out of the data faster. 

Reduced Risk: Through greater accuracy, control and 
visibility of the VAT process.

How we can help
AlphaVAT is our first Software as a Service (SaaS) application 
on the Alphatax360 platform for the digitisation of tax.  

AlphaVAT transforms the VAT process by reducing risk, 
through enabling greater accuracy and control. By driving 
efficiencies, it frees tax teams to spend more time on analysis 
and insight and deliver more value to the business.

AlphaVAT has 5 key functional areas: 

Automation: Allows teams to focus on higher value 
activities and reduces errors.

Calculation Engine: The codified tax logic covers all types 
of UK VAT, including complex calculations such as Partial 
Exemption Standard and Special Method. It ensures a 
consistent and error free calculation process every time. 

Digital Links: Proof of digital links aids compliance, and with 
a fully automated audit trail, every step of the process is time 
stamped, from source to report. This significantly reduces the 
time and effort needed to respond in the event of an audit. 

Reporting: Details all the changes, so you can easily review 
every number on the VAT Return and reconcile back to the 
source data.  

Analytics: An easy to configure dashboard gives visibility 
across the entire VAT process. Trend analyses and data 
summaries allow you to compare with prior periods, and gain 
new insights.

• Eliminates 100% of Excel
calculation errors

• Cuts the time spent on
VAT by 50% and workloads
by more than 70%

• Average 3-5 days earlier
filing per period, freeing
time for reviews

• Maximises recovery rates,
potentially keeping more
cash in the business

KEY BENEFITS
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AlphaVAT
AlphaVAT drives accuracy and efficiency in VAT processes, enabling more time for business insights. 

Our specialist VAT technology reduces risk and increases control, enabling recovery rates to be maximised, 
improving your bottom-line.



Tax Systems is the leading provider of tax compliance 
software in the UK & Ireland. Its technology enables 
customers to create better opportunities and generate 
valuable insights from their tax function while also mitigating 
risk and supporting the UK tax digitisation agenda. 
Translating complex, ever changing, tax legislation into easy-
to-use solutions, customers can trust that their calculations 
will be right, first-time, every time.

Founded in 1991, Tax Systems is trusted by over 40% of the 
FTSE 100 and 80% of the top advisory firms; over 1,300 
customers trust its software to get their tax calculations right.  
There are 30,000 tax professionals trained to use Tax 
Systems' solutions, filing over 200,000 submissions every 
year.

The future of tax is driven by data and powered by Tax 
Systems.

enquiries@taxsystems.com  
or on 01784 777 700.   

Visit our Resources Centre at: 
www.taxsystems.com/resources

Submitting a VAT Return using AlphaVAT

AlphaVAT in Action
Data extraction
AlphaVAT extracts data from ERP and accountancy systems 
using a data agnostic upload mechanism, so you don’t need 
to change formats. Our VAT qualified experts ensure your 
data is cleansed and standardised for your VAT process. 
This maximises automation potential.

Calculations & Automated Checks 
AlphaVAT includes comprehensive digital checks on VAT 
Return data. In addition to standard and custom data 
checks, we are the first to provide HMRC data checks. 
These checks help reduce the risk of errors and the need 
for resubmissions. Uniquely, users can automate actions 
taken on checked data, such as block the VAT on customer 
entertainment. 

Review VAT Return 
AlphaVAT automatically prepares the Return, including 
consolidation for VAT Groups. All transactions are held in a 
central repository. A digital audit trail means you can drill 
back from the VAT Return to the original transactions 
through digital links. This unique feature ensures an 
auditable journey from source to report. 

Adjustments 
All changes are made in a controlled and auditable 
environment with the ability to add supporting notes and 
documents. They are tracked centrally, logged against a user, 
and time-stamped before being automatically fed back into 
the updated VAT Return.

Reconciliation Report 
All changes made in AlphaVAT are captured in the report 
enabling the user to reconcile back to the source data.  

Submit to HMRC 
The VAT Return is submitted via the HMRC API. 
Customers can have a high degree of confidence in the 
calculations due to the comprehensive tax logic and data 
checks, with all adjustments captured throughout the 
process. 

Analytics 
The data analytics dashboard makes it easy to compare 
results, identify trends and potential areas for improvement 
as well as hone in on specific items e.g. blocked transactions 
or anomalie.

Audit 
In the event of an audit, you can drill-back through digital 
links, with visibility over the process and any changes made, 
making it easier to evidence to HMRC you are accurate, in 
control and MTD compliant. 

 
Onboarding
AlphaVAT is delivered as SaaS. Our tax qualified 
professional services team guides customers through each 
step of the set-up process to ensure a successful go-live.

 
Security
AlphaVAT provides multi-site data resilience, with data hosted 
at Microsoft Azure’s primary and secondary datacentres located 
in the UK. We are ISO 27001 accredited which means your 
data is safe and secure. 
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